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China’s economic growth has brought about changes to Chinese people’s life as well as the global 
economy. No doubt it is regarded as a miracle. This paper analyzes China’s economic growth from the 
point of institutional reform. The main argument is that through the redefinition of property rights, the 
operational costs of China’s planned economy under public ownership was greatly reduced, and the 
productive and innovative forces of the huge human capital were emancipated . China thus gained 
competitive advantages in the global market. 
1. The Starting Point of the Reform 
Theory of the firm is one of the ideological bases for the planned economy system. It is observed that 
while the large firm growing up in the market has an internal plan, the economy as a whole does not. 
According to Marx, as production becomes more and more socialized, the structure of the firm becomes 
larger and larger, until it covers the entire national economy converting the internal plan of the large firm 
into that of the whole society.i Lenin puts his envision even more straightforward: the socialism, under the 
leadership of Bolshevik, means conversion of all citizens into employees of a state-firm, making the entire 
Soviet economy operate like a super state-firm.ii
Reviewing his theory of the firm, Coase (1988) stated clearly that he was influenced by the view that a 
nation is regarded as a huge firm.iii Coase’s contribution is to analyze the nature of the firm from the 
perspective of economics. To begin with, he raised a question, “if the allocation of resources can be 
achieved through pricing, why there exist firms that are not subject to the intervention of the price 
mechanism?” Coase's answer is that there are costs with the price mechanism. The “cost”, different from 
the one people used to be familiar with, occurs outside of the direct production, and is associated with the 
transaction. As the market expands, the transaction itself consumes more and more resources. In certain 
cases, transaction costs can be reduced by substituting “entrepreneur coordination” under the order of 
managers inside the firm for “market coordination” under the price mechanism. According to Coase’s 
theory, the firm is no more than an organization aiming at reducing transaction costs of the market. iv
Nevertheless, Coase didn’t go as far as the “super state-firm”, because his analysis takes into account 
aother kind of costs, the “organization costs”. If the firm internalizes activities that used to take place in 
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the market, its organization costs (including cost of decision-making, supervision and management) will 
be inevitably on the rise. 
Therefore, Coase’s theory on the firm considers two types of costs at the same time. On the one hand, 
the firm is able to reduce the expenses of transactions in the market; on the other, it has to pay for the 
organization of these activities. His inference is clear. If the limits of reduced transaction costs equal those 
of the added organization costs, the boundary between the firm and the market is drawn. Coase cited a 
metaphor once used by his teacher that the real market economy is a sea, the islands in which are the firms. 
In Coase’s view, in a world where transaction costs and organization costs co-exist, the “sea” cannot 
cover everything and “islands” cannot be substituted for the sea as a whole.v
The starting point of China’s institutional reform is a planned economy, i.e., a “super state-firm”. The 
characteristic of the institution is that the state, in control of all resources, organizes the national economy 
by means of political authority, administrative system, compelling force, and order of an overall plan.
 
vi
To sum up, the start of China’s reform is not owing to the need for expanding firms to cut the 
expensive transaction costs. The problem, disturbing the socialist economic construction for years, is the 
low efficiency in the resource allocation under the planned system. Fundamentally, the organization costs 
of the super state-firm run too high.
 
However, as the highly centralized economy of Soviet seems to be too rigid, the Chinese leadership made 
several attempts to assign the central authority to local governments. Looking back now, the separation of 
powers between the central and local government is to set up many local-government firms under the 
super state-firm. It did not and could not change the fundamental principles of organizing all resources 
under the system of public ownership. Therefore, the micro-foundation of a market economy is far away. 
On the whole, the separation of administrative power implemented prior to the reform in China, like that 
of the Soviet, by no means recognized the legitimacy of private ownership, or gave any possibility for 
individuals to sign a market contract. 
vii
2. China’s Path of Redefinition of Rights 
 How to reduce the operation costs of the super state-firm is the 
realistic starting point of China’s reform.   
No solution is provided to this problem. Coase’s analysis only provides us with an enlightenment that 
the basic clue to the comprehension of system and organization evolution is to reduce the relevant costs. 
Since the major obstacle of the traditional socialist system is the large size and expensive organization 
costs of the super state-firm, the only way to enhance the economic competitiveness is to reduce these 
costs. As this is the case, the direction of the reform becomes clear, that is, leading the super state-firm 
which covers the entire national economy towards the “sea of the market.” This is the source of the so-
called “market reform” strategy. For this end, the boundary of people’s behaviors in economic activities 
must be redefined, in other words, property rights must be redefined.viii
China’s reform, in practice, is to redefine the property rights by means of assigning the power of the 
super state-firm.
 The problem is how to carry out 
the redefinition under a system where everything is owned by the state.  
ix
It is observed by the author that the redefinition of property rights is carried out on multiple levels. 
Firstly, place the state-owned economy and collectively-owned economy in an open and competitive 
market; under the stress of the competitive market, contracting out the state- or collectively-owned 
resources to qualified individuals for use and operation. Then adjust distribution of income by regulating 
the contract agreement. Therefore, individual's rights are restored through contracts which provide 
stimulus as well as restrains under the system of public ownership. A large amount of agricultural 
 It is found that a planned economy under the public ownership actually already had a 
system of defining rights, consisting of a series of systems and regulations about which behaviors were 
allowed and which were not. Under the urge of the demand for reform, the system of rights was redefined. 
As the isolated rights, private property rights, in particular, were recognized by both the society and the 
nation, market economy emerged on a large scale in China.  
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contracts and industrial & commercial contracts are redefinition of rights on this level.  
Secondly, develop the individual’s utilization rights of publicly-owned resources into the rights of 
transfer so as to restructure resources in a more efficient manner. This is a crucial step for the transition 
from a fully planned economy to a market system. Starting from the rights of utilization, China’s property 
rights reform has reached out to a new level of transfer rights. Up to then China had entered the initial 
stage of a market economy.  
Thirdly, reform and opening up re-recognizes private ownership of the means of production. For 
instance, allowing people to find a job at their own will is to recognize their ownership of their laboring 
and working capability, which are human capital belonging to themselves. Recognizing the contracts 
signed between individuals, the legal income gained through the contract, and the transformation of the 
income into private property implies the recognition of people’s operating capability. Recognition of the 
individuals’ right to run a private enterprise is of the greatest importance because it plays a significant role 
in the emancipation of the productive force. Today, private economy accounts for 50 percent of the GDP, 
providing 75% of the total employment and 40% of the total revenue. Without the recognition, protection 
and direction of the rights of private enterprises, the consequences will go beyond our imagination  
Last but not least, private ownership in all forms, whether from contracts, purchase, or newly 
established, can be put into a market contract constituting “public property on the basis of private 
property”, i.e., the modern stock holding enterprise. Traditional socialist public ownership excludes 
private property. Today, the modern stock ownership, based on private property, establishes a new “firm” 
by virtue of various contracts. It plays an important role in combining new productive forces. Without the 
right on this level, capital market is nowhere to be mentioned and Chinese firms will be unable to utilize 
the overseas resources. 
Through the reform on four levels mentioned above, China entered a new stage with the coexistence of 
multiple property rights. Although the state-owned economy and collectively-owned economy still exist 
in the legal sense, the organizing pattern, operating mode had undergone fundamental changes. The non-
publicly-owned economies, which used to be incompatible with the socialist system, including private 
property, individually owned business, private enterprise and foreign investment, had gained a position 
respectively in the national economy. More importantly, resources in diverse forms of property rights can 
set up a new organization to adapt to different economic environments and their alterations. The system 
alterations, which were excluded by the traditional socialist economic mode, constitute the micro-
foundation of a market economy with Chinese characteristics. 
Actually, earlier in those days before the reform and opening up, various private property rights were 
starting to emerge inside and outside the system of public ownership and provided solutions to alleviate 
poverty, develop production, and increase income. However, nothing but a right political and ideological 
route of “superstructure” could guide us to learn from the attempts initiated from the bottom for 
adjustment to the policies and reform of the systems. Then, the spontaneous efforts by local governments 
can be united to a greater power for institutional reform. 1978 saw a movement of ideological 
emancipation in China. The most fundamental achievement of this movement is the alterations to the 
ruling party’s view of the system, organization, and policies.x
In terms of the method of reform, China encourages the masses and local governments to carry out 
reforms, explorations and experiments. Their achievements will first be recognized legally on the local 
level, and then will be introduced as part of the local experience for the central government to make 
 People began to think that the choice of 
socialism, system of public ownership or a planned economy serves the ultimate objective, which is to 
meet the people’s increasing economic and cultural demands, and to liberate and develop productivity. All 
shall be based on this objective. Books by predecessors, system implemented in the Soviet Union must all 
be tested over practice. Choices proven to be wrong must be corrected; those proven to be inappropriate 
must be adjusted. Any system, irrespective of its starting point or inference, must be corrected if it is 
proven to be ineffective. This is the most important ideological precondition for China to carry out the 
reform and opening up. 
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policies. According to the effect of the implementation, the government will state that certain policies 
shall “remain unchanged” or “remain unchanged for a long time”. When the time is mature, the 
government shall draw up laws and statutes with regard to redefinition of rights carried out in the reform. 
This is a “Chinese path” to institutional reform. On the one hand, it takes advantage of the active role of 
China’s large occupation of land and the imbalance between different regions played in the process of 
system evolution; on the other, it takes into account the procedure legitimacy and legal authority 
necessary for the definition and redefinition of rights. 
3. Economic Growth Stimulated by Institutional Reform 
The most significant achievement attained by the redefinition of rights under the new context of the 
opening up is the rapid growth of China’s economy in terms of its competitiveness in the global market. 
In 1978, China’s foreign trade totaled $20.6 billion, ranking the 22th in the world; in 2007, the total value 
reached $2.17 trillion, climbing up to the 3th. Within just a few decades, China, formerly a country whose 
population mostly consisted of the agricultural population, has become the global manufacturing base. 
How did China enhance its global competitiveness so fast? A prevalent explanation sees its cheap labor 
as the primary cause. It seems to be apparent. According to a survey on labor comparison done by the US 
in 2002, the average worker in China’s manufacturing industry gets an hour pay equivalent to only 3% of 
that of its American counterpart.xi
However, cheap labor, as an explanation, is confronted with counterexamples. Globally, there are 
countries and regions with cheaper labor than China. Why is the competitiveness of these countries and 
regions not significantly enhanced? Within China, labor price of the developed coastal area, the first 
stronghold of “China’s manufacturing”, is higher than that of the inland areas. Comparing labor cost at 
different historical stage, labor cost in the early days of reform is cheaper than today. Why was “China’s 
manufacturing” not developed during that period?  
 It appears to unveil the origin why the competitors in Europe, the US, 
and Japan felt intimidated by “China’s price.”  
The key to solve the paradox is that the transformation of production factors to real products and 
services can only be completed under certain economic organization and institution. With very high 
organization or system costs, the factors of production, no matter how cheap they are, won’t be 
transformed to products with market competitiveness. 
This is an analysis evolved from common sense. Take the well-known law of comparative advantage 
as an example, the ratio between different factors, e.g. labor-intensive versus capital-intensive, is usually 
regarded as the source of every country’s comparative advantages. In practice, though, there is an 
assumption that economies involved in the competition being open to each other, products and factors are 
free to be traded and exchanged. Without an open economy, the barricade will be too high for the trade to 
take place, and thus undermine the comparable “advantages” of each country. As a result, an reduction in 
the “cost of system operation”xii
Taking institution as the instrument, the analysis of China’s economic growth becomes rather clear. 
The reform and opening up reduced the operation costs of China’s economic system to a large degree and 
cut the costs of various economic organizations, mobilizing people’s initiatives in laboring, working, 
management and entrepreneurial activity. Under its drive, China, a country with a large population, started 
to increase investments in human capital, thus enhancing the comprehensive competitiveness of the 
Chinese products. 
 provides a reliable foundation for the comprehension of China’s global 
competitiveness. 
4. Reshaping the World’s Economic Order 
China is not the only country which is not fully prepared in the participation of global competition. The 
actual situation is, with countries like China, the former Soviet & East European countries, and India 
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starting to open up and participate in the competition, the global economic order established since the 
World War II cannot be maintained any longer. The old balance has been broken; the new one is yet to be 
established. Under this background, a series of “imbalances” occurred in the global economy. 
The major shocks can be analyzed on two levels. From a micro point of view, products and services 
which differ greatly in the costs of labor and other factors, being put into a global market, lead to 
unprecedented substituting and restructuring. The labor costs of advanced countries undergo an impact 
when the up and coming stars on the global economic stage accelerate the learning curves and improve 
the quality of their products. As we know it, to bring down the salary and living standard to a lower level 
is no easy job for any country. However, with the trade deficit, friction over trade and investment shift 
being increasingly rising, the developed country are enforced to accomplish this mission impossible.   
From a macro point of view, the dollar as national currency as well as the world’s invoicing currency 
and reserve currency is confronted with unprecedented challenges owing to the deeper involvement of the 
countries, like China, into the globalization. This is the result of a contradiction rising inside the dollar 
order established after the World War II. The value of the dollar becomes unlikely to be maintained as the 
world trade flourishes and every country’s demand for the reserve of dollar increases.xiii
It is necessary to point out that the above mentioned shocks overlap with each other. There are tens of 
millions, rather than tens of thousands of Chinese labor, that are pushed into the global market by 
institutional reforms. Together with those of former-Soviet and East European countries, India etc., nearly 
billions of labor are involved in the global market. Formerly in the closed or semi-closed market, the huge 
human capital got an average pay that equals 1 percent or at most 10 percent of that of their counterparts 
in the developed countries. Today in an open environment, they are improving the quality of their 
products and services which are put in the same market with those by developed countries for competition. 
The great comparative advantages so gained accounts basically for the imbalance of the present global 
trade, which further inflicts heavier burden onto the global currency, the dollar. Even if the US is willing 
to carry the burden, the huge loans and investments to the US transformed from the trade surplus and 
exchange reserves of the emerging countries will finally be “flooding the US”. In a context with low 
interest rate and excess liquidity, a global financial crisis is triggered off by the subprime mortgage.
 In fact, along 
with the renaissance of the Europe and the reestablishment of Japan, the tension of dual role of the dollar 
is increasingly growing. The trouble rising inside the global currency system since the War is reflected by 
major adjustments to the global currency system in the past decades, including the dollar replacing gold 
standard, rising of the floating exchange rate, the euro’s birth and its “sharing” and competing for part of 
the position once held by the dollar alone. The involvement of China, former-Soviet and East European 
countries and India make the new challenge even more difficult for the global currency framework to 
tackle.  
xiv
Solution to the aforesaid shocks can be headed in two ways. First, the developed countries need to 
accelerate their innovative activities and maintain a high-quality life standard on the basis of a higher 
productive efficiency.
 The 
author believes that it is a general perspective to understand the global financial crisis. Otherwise, the 
occurrences of the world trade and economic boom after the War cannot be justified by “Wall Street not 
greedy” or “better regulation” which actually doesn’t exist.   
xv The emerging countries need to speed up the adjustments in the allocation of 
income, to increase the residents’ income on the basis of a higher productive efficiency, and to consolidate 
the basis of domestic demand, especially that of the consumption. Second, reshape the global currency 
framework to provide a reliable foundation of invoicing currency and reserve currency for the global trade 
to further flourish. There are alternatives in this regard, either moving on along the euro path until several 
regional currencies come into existence (especially the Asian or RMB region) and work together for the 
global market in a competitive environment, or following Keynes’s proposal to bring into existence an 
ideal global currency. Following either way, no country seems to be able to achieve the objective on its 
own. Therefore, a global vision and awareness, understanding and association between countries in their 
respective interests, and exchanges between different theories and policies advocated by scholars from 
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different nations are of great significance in the reshaping of the world’s economic order.             
5. Conclusion 
China’s economy has gained significant growth, providing incontrovertible historical evidence for the 
reform and opening up. The cause of the great achievements is compound related. People hold different 
views on it. The author maintains that it is the reform and opening up that reduced the system costs of 
China’s economy. Thus, China, the biggest developing country with a long history, has gained the fastest 
economic growth and brought changes to the global economy. 
Although many observers believe that “cheap labor” is China’s trump card for global competitiveness. 
The author argues that a more realistic answer is the reform encouraged Chinese people to develop the 
economy and the opening up reduced their learning costs. The combination of the existing low factor 
costs, the system costs significantly reduced by the reform, and the rapid accumulation of Chinese human 
capital enhanced the composite cost competitiveness of China’s economy. Among these causes, the key to 
China's miracle lies in the reduction of system costs to a large extent.    
The reform and opening up laid a institutional foundation for the rapid growth of China’s economy and 
promoted China’s participation in the global economic competition. Nonetheless, China’s reform is not an 
end. China’s institutional reform is confronted with a lot of issues to be tackled. At present, under the 
impact of the global financial crisis, the global economy including China's economy is facing an 
unprecedented test and China shall actively participate in the reshaping of the global economic order. As 
for economics research and science exploration from the point of reality, the task is enormous, whereas 
the future is promising.  
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